
December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent cojrt decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please see* outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seeK their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method tor patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012.

Re Your Motions to Ban Med.cai Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
^ voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-hcuse attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

SirriDly instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
oe forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re -writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their memDership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban alt medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerejy,
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December 16, 2.011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11 1737- SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
«i voting citizen of the City o* Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather tnan 
institute a ban. If your in-nouse attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matte-.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is,a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have oeen around for over half a decaoe. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punisnes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizai 
The Los Angeles C!ty Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Med'cal Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-Sl

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to bar. medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions sucn as the Pack Case, it is still possible to wite meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If ycur in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

■ »

Simply instituting a ban would result in ah avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law aDiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asits you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black maricet, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
Tne Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives-Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather tnan 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside cojnsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in ah avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
De forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine. The olaer 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see tnat patients have tne access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an aiready huge blacK market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The HonoraDie Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Flies 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, St is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
e voting citizen of the City cf Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

• .

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Argeies might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuaria ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The oiaer 
collectives have been around for over naif a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,
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December 16, 2011

Tne Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jcse Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to San Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
* ^ voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their meaicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and sate method for patients to acq jire their medicine The older 
collectives have oeen around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
2G0 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to 8an Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
« «? voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seeK outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membersnip to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans tc ban medicai cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-S3

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, 1 would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalancne of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is,a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work w'th their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already nuge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11 1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't oe done, please seeK outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalancne of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter rererendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuaiia ordinance

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membersnip to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead eract reasonable regulations.

vTeJWtoO'C2€Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to oan medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
« ^ voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, i would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that tnis can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the meaical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If yo j enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membersnip to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please aDandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely, Z-3./2.



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
« e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain tnat this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law aDiding citizens wno are ili would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the sireets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes tne medical marijuana ordinance.

Tne collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acqure their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to Droviae safe access to medicinal cannaois for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their memoership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City cf Los Angeies might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is,a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensiole regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonaole regulations.
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-173 7 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result m an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

Tne collective system is.a clean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these elder facilities can continue to work with their membersnip to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,
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December 16,2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re* Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medxal cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as tne Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• -a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an aiready huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, ana instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

Bronson \ S



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles C;ty Council 
200 North Spring Street 
los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• ei voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be aone, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
oe forced to seek their medicine on tne streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these oider facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients nave the access that state law asKs you to provide If you oan all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeas an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying ratner than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations,

Sincerely, /")
!
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill wouid 
be forced to seek their medicine on tne streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean ana safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collect vely to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membersnip.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban ail medical cannabis 
collectives you arc- simpiy creating a situation that feeds an already huge biack market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

3lease abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

/AoJicx riMc.5or-



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the PacK Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• 6 voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have Deen around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

<c



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simpiy instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, ana instead enact reasonable regulations.

fllodollab'po IdfteSincerely,
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• <a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of Rtigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is,a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is stili possible to write meaningful legislation As 
• 0 voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is,a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

f-



December 16, 2011

Tne Honorable Bernard ParKs 
The Honoraole Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Carnaois Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions sjch as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
« e voting citizen of the City of los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attor neys maintain tnat this can't be done, please seeK outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes tne medicai marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their memDership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannaois 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already nuge blacK market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
20C North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files IT 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
« a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't De done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abidirg citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeies might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and sate method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their memoership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannaDis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonaole regulations.

Sincerely,

kAutjiST’



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
■ a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeies, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, ratner than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seeK outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is,a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis tor their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to worK with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide, if you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sicK and dying rather than helping them.

Piease abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los A^geies, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation, As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, 1 would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a Dan. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seeK outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
oe forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannaois for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with tneir membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
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December 16, 2C11

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't oe done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on tne streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membersnip to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medicai Cannaois Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to Dan medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the PacK Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• « voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seeic outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
oe forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical manjuaria ordinance

Tne collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,

k'eu urns.



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 Nortn Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions io ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
•a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain tnatthis can't be done, please seek outside counse1 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue io work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannacis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation tnat feeds an already nuge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather chan helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonaole regulations

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives-Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 
.a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonaDie regulations, rather tnan 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forcea to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles mignt lose control of its 
legislation if a voter rererendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and sate method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abidirg entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see tnat patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannaois 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannaois facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Ke: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
•a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would asK you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't oe done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
coilect;veiy to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. It you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
4
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannaois Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningfjl legislation. As 
•a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, 1 would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The olaer 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

Vlows ft j) Vt
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11 1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
.a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't de done, please seek ojtside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

T he collective system is.a clean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

.VWV^



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard ParKS 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives-Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
•a voting citizen of tne City of Los Angeles, 1 would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 Morth Spring Street 
los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
.a voting citizen cf the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is.a dean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Lcs Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, Californ.a 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
•a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
irstitute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. I he City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely, ,A



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
•a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't oe done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to p-ovide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership io 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives ana cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
•a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would asK you to enact reasonable regulations, rathe'- than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on tne streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordiriance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method tor patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership tc 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban ali medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
Tne Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on tne streets. The City of Los Ange'es might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-wntes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

> //
--Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives-Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I wouid ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might iose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. Tne older 
collectives have been around tor over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.
/
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Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
20C North Spring Street 
Lcs Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-5

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation As 

a voting citizen of .the City of Los Angeles, : would ask you to enact reasonable regulations 

institute a ban. li your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek ou: 

in this matter.

~a ner than 

■ counsel

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who a 

be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeies might lose control : 

legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

il would

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The c der 

collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 

coliectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership
-rr

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their mer be ship to 

see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 

collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market and sishes the 

sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable nations

Sincerely,

l1
So -hK.

3 /
/



December 16, 2011

The Honorabie Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
Tne Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Riles 11-1737 & 11-1737 .: 1

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is stiil possible to write meaningful ieg c ation. As 

a voting citizen gf the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulat'ons, 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek ou 

in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result .n an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who 

be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control 

legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

would
C

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The c d£r 

collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet law abiding entities, who work 

collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensibie regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with tneir men 

see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical or 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and : nishes the 

sick and dying rather than helping them.

: snip to 

'nabis

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonab e rations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street . 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re Ycur Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-173/

Gentlemen:

Please aoandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful 

a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations a n 

institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek oui nun counsel 

in this matter.

tion. As 

■ chan

I a

Simpiy instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigaTon Law abiding citizens who ill would 

be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control c 

legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The c dec 

collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities wnc work 

collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with tneir mer y Ship tO
see tnat patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 

collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, anc iishes the
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable .liations.C

Sincerely,

0
A
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December 16, 2011

Tne Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jcse Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 Morth Spring Street . 
Los Angeles. California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannaois collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 

a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations ar' 
institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek or 

in this matter

chan 

a counsel

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens whc would
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of 

legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medica1 marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method tor patients to acquire their medicine. The c der 

collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities whc work 

collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work w'th their mem hr ship to 

see that patients nave the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban ail medical car-rabis 

collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and : oishes tne 

sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable ions.

I ■■ Sincerely,
)
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Decemoer 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11 173

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 

a voting citizen of the City cf Los Angeies, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations 'a met1 than 

institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek ou 

in this matter
aunsel

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens whc v would 

be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control f - 

legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinan.ce

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The c der 

collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities who work 

collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis tor their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work witn their merr be ship to 

see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical car abis 

collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, ano punishes the 

sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonab ..rations.

Sinayeiy,

La? ,crf VCX-
1



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street . 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-173 /*.

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful leg; 

a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek ou 

in this matter.

lation. As 

er than 

counsel

? I

Simply instituting a Dan would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens whc would 

be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control F ' 

legislation if a voter reterendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and sate method for patients to acquire their medicine. The c der 

collectives have been arourio for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities w ic work 

collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their men > ship to 

see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medlcc- can abis 

collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market and p nishes the 

sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonab e . ations.•'.o

Sincerely,

Glome2 a



Decemoer 16, 2011

The honorabie Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street . 
Lcs Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-173 /

Gentlemen-

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collect'ves and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful -iturn. As 

a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, i would ask you to enact reasonable regulations 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, piease seek 

in this matter

or man 
counselo u \

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens whc a- hi would 

be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Lcs Angeles might lose control of 

legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The o der 

collectives have been around for over naif a decade. They are quiet 'aw abiding entities, woe work 

collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their men or 

see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban ail medical m mabis 

collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and o-. nishes the 

sick and dying rattier than helping them.

snip to

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable .nations

Sincerely,

HAS Ota
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernerd Parks 
The Honorable jose Huizar 
The Lcs Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen-

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would asK you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,

(sultry V
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; Law Enforcement 
i Against ProhibitionOecemoer 16, 2011

Diane Goldstein
Retired Lieutenant

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

diaregoidstein@cox.net
www.leap.ee

Santa Ana, CA 
(714) 232-3722

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen;

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, i would ask you to enact reascnaole regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. if your in-nouse attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around fot over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

iQajx^ju
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December 16, 2011

The HonoraDle Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
1 ne los Angeles City Council 
2C0 North Spring Street . 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful 

a voting citizen Qfjfchfe City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations - 

institute a ban. If your in-house attor neys maintain that this can't be done, please seek oir 

in this matter

-.hem. As
nerthan

.ounse

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens whc c would 

be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might iose control f 

legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The c Jc?c 

collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, wf 

collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership
work

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to wor k with their mere b - snip to 

see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide if you ban all medical :a nabis 

collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge biack market, ano : .nishes the 

sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable .nations.-c

r''
Sincerely,



I

December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street . 
Los Angeles, California 90012

r
<-

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 173/ & 11-173 / - ,

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meanmgfu e?, 

a voting citizen qf the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations 

institute a ban It your in house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, piease seek oulsic;e uunsel 

in this matter.

lation. As

oner chan

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens w nc ar-- 

be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control 7 

legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re -writes the med'cal marijuana ordinance.

T would

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The c der 

collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, whc work 

collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work witn their mem b 

see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical : a 

collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeos an already huge black market and a nishes the 

sick and dying rather than helping them

snip to 

nabis

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable ■-nations

Sincerely,

/

X



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
Tne Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Ange'es, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Piles 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannanis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
oe forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean ana safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see tnat patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you oan all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely



December IS, 2011

Tne Honorable Bernard ParKs 
The Honorable Jose Hulzar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to oan medical cannaois collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possiole to write meaningful leg,station. As 
• e voting citizen cf the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't oe done, please seeK outside counse1 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
De forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles mignt lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum ana initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have oeen around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to med.cinal cannabis tor tneir membership

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their memoership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerel

lotii



Decembe-16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose riuizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90C12

Re: Your Motions tc Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the PacK Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medica1 marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over naif a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membersnip to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide if you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

r-4|mk« Ifj><Unr



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-S1

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as tne Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeies, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't oe done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
De forced to seex their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is .a clean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state iaw asKS you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medicai cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
los Angeles, California 9C012

fte: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen o( the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide, if you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punisnes the 
sick ara dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,

Y : ' • •



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re- Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files IT 1737 & 11-1737-S1

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to can medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, ratner than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeies might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

BA)%€vi ■'-v
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
Tne Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737 -SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as tne Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• <a votirg citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law aDiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seeK their medicine on tne streets. The City of Los Angeles mignt lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe metnoo for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over naif a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you Dan ail medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

1

1^



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Ange'es. California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, ratner than 

institute a pan. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a Dan would result in an avalancne of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine. The oider 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with tneir membership to 
see that Datients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medicai cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Med'cal Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the PacK Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of Rtigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a dean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban ail medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon yojr motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, ratner than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban wouid result in an avaianche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
oe forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might iose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decaoe. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensiDle regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban al1 medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick ano dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives-Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen-

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• -a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-hcuse attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on tne streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membersnip to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban ail medical cannabis 
collectives you are simoly creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban meaical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely^'
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is stili possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche cf litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medica’ marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simpiy creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,

, /
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Don't Ban Medicai Cannabis in LA

l am writing to urge you to reject a Dan on medical cannabis patients' cooperatives and collectives in 
the City of Los Angeles Most of the medical cannabis patients in this city rely on these associations, 
which are legal under state law, for safe and reliable access to the doctor-recommended medicine 
they need to treat the symptoms of cancer, HIV/AIDS, Multiple Sclerosis, chronic pain and other 
serious conditions. Closing the facilities will cause unnecessary harm to responsible, law abiding 
patients, and may place them at risk in the unregulated illicit market.

Some medical cannabis opponents suggest that storefront patients' associations are magnets for 
criminal activity or other behavior that is a problem for the community, but the experience of those 
cities with regulations says otherwise. Crime statistics and the accounts of local officials surveyed by 
Americans for Safe Access(ASA) indicate that crime is actually reduced by the presence of a collective; 
and complaints from citizens and surrounding businesses are either neg'igible or are significantly 
reduced with the implementation of local regulations. Anecdotal reports or crime or nuisance activity 
do not justify an outright ban on patients' cooperatives and collectives Incidents of in appropriate 
conduct should be investigated, but never used as a justification for ignore the voters' mandate in 
Proposition 215 "to implement a plan to provide for the safe and affordable distribution of marijuana 
to all patients in medical need of marijuana."

You may have also been told that a recent court decision, Pack v. Long Beach, prohibits cities from 
regulating medical cannabis activity. That is false. If upheld by the California Supreme Court, the Pack 
decision limits your ability to authorize conduct related to medical cannabis, but it does not prohibit 
you from regulating that activity It is like that most or all of the city's existing medical cannabis 
ordinance is already in compliance with the decision.

We can achieve better outcomes for legal patients, community members, and other stakeholders by 
cooperating to create policies that prevent crime and nuisance activity. The city and its citizens have 
already invested years of effort to that end. Do not allow opponents of safe access to exploit fear of 
crime and misunderstanding of the law to derail this process at this late date.

Reject a motion to ban medical cannabis cooperatives and collectives and finish the work of 
implementing Proposition 215 here in Los Angeles.

Thank you.

0 IaviS fo'pkziz- , / (First+Last Name)

WjzM
V-c (Signature)

(Date)



Oon't Ban Medical Cannabis in LA

I am writing to urge you to reject a ban on medical cannabis patients’ cooperatives and collectives in 
the City of Los Angeles. Most of the medical cannabis patients in this city rely on these associations, 
which are legal under state law, for safe and reliable access to the doctor-recommended medicine 
they need to treat the symptoms of cancer, HIV/AfDS, Multiple Sclerosis, chronic pain and other 
senous conditions. Closing the facilities will cause unnecessary harm to responsible, law abiding 
patients, and may place them at risk in the unregulated illicit market. \
Some medical cannabis opponents suggest that storefront patients' associations are magnets for 
criminal activity or other behavior that is a problem for the community, but the experience of those 
cities with regulations says otherwise. Crime statistics and the accounts of local officials surveyed by 
Americans for Safe Access(ASA) indicate that crime is actually reduced by the presence of a collective; 
and complaints from citizens and surrounding businesses are either negligible or are significantly 
reduced with the implementation of local regulations. Anecdotal reports or crime or nuisance activity 
do not justify an outright ban on patients' cooperatives and collectives. Incidents of in appropriate 
conduct should be investigated, but never used as a justification for ignore the voters' mandate in 
Proposition 215 "to implement a plan to provide for the safe and affordable distribution of marijuana 
to all patients in medical need of marijuana."

*

- *

You may have also been told that a recent court decision, Pack v. Long Beach, prohibits cities from 
regulating medical cannabis activity That is false. If upheld by the California Supreme Court, the Pack 
decision limits your ability to authorize conduct related to medical cannabis, but it does not prohibit 
you from regulating that activity. It is like, that most or all of the city's existing medical cannabis 
ordinance is already in compliance with the decision.

We can achieve better outcomes for legal patients, community members, and other stakeholders by 
cooperating to create policies that prevent crime and nuisance activity. The city and its citizens have 
already invested years of effort to that end. Do not allow opponents of safe access to exploit fear of 
crime and misunderstanding of the law to derail this process at this late date.

Reject a motion to ban medical cannabis cooperatives and collectives and finish the work of 
implementing Proposition 215 here in Los Angeles.

Thank you.

k'Cpi'jr d ikiOi f fth (First+Last Name)

in- (Signature)

........... rz. (Date)



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard ParKs 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
Tne los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Ange'es, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possiole to write meaningful legislation. As 
.a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather tnan 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't oe done, please seek outside counse1 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalancne of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might iose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire tneir medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all med’eal cannabis 
collectives you are simoly creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sicK and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerelv
60CL



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives-Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737 SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
•a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced tc seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

<
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
.a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
2C0 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please aaandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
. a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective systerq, is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. Tne older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work witn their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerel



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
Tne Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
« «3 voting citizen of the Citv of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't oe done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simpiy instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
De forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, tnese oider facilities can continue to work with tneir membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilit.es, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to Dan medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possiole to write meaningful legislation. As 
• voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't De done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives nave been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannaDis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see tnat patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to Dan medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re- Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• «a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of irrigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire tneir medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

fed
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't De done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
De forced to seek their medicine on tne streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around For over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Piease abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honoraole Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
2C0 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain tnat this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simpiy instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of Rtigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
ae forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is,a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

Cl, vp/C'
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December 16, 2011

The Hcno-able Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
oe forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is.a clean ana safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The olaer 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their mempership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see tnat patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

A f< /tyUM Aj'

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Paries 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11 1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients nave tne access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply cheating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any pians to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

u.



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re- Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be aone, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalancne of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
oe forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeies might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical manjjaoa ordinance.

The collective system is ,a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state iaw asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

X"Z
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen;

Please aoandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court aecisions sucn as the PacK Case, it is stili possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If vour in-house attorneys maintain that tnis can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes tne medical marihuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannaDis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asKS you to provide. If you ban all medical cannaDis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

A l\ i v j ,
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Decemoer 16, 2C11

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles C;ty Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
<a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I wouid ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
oe forced to seeK tneir medicine on the streets. The City of Los Argeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The oider 
collectives have been around for over naif a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medicai cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to oan medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

I
Sincerely,

n



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
T.ne Honorable Jose Huizar 
The. Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical CannaDis Collectives - Council Files 13 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives ana cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meanmgfu1 legislation. As 
•a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is,a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively tc provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and ounishes tne 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

’l0*14 ->



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please aoandon your motions to Dan medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the PacK Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
« voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. if your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes tne 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

L
(TMUitS <1- 37



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, Ca'ifornia 90012

Re- Your Motions to San Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the PacK Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would asK you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
De forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have oeen around for over half a decade They are quiet, law abiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

if you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see tnat patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sicK and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

AVk ^\lo



December 16, 2C11

The Honorable Bernard Par<s 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
20C North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11 1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to Dan medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in ah avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
De forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes tne medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their mempership to 
see that patients have the access that state law as<s you to provide if you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

/
i
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737 SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
«a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. if your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in ah avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
oe forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medicai marijuana ordinance

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban ail medical cannab's 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

^A^=0



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical CannaDis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and coooeratives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys mainta:n that this can't be done, please seeK outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law aoiding citizens who are ill would 
De forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Argeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban ail medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincere^

tACC te^vty



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jcse Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions tc Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
« <a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather tnan 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is,a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around tor over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide sa*e access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge biack market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerel

/
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Decemoer 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jcse Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, Ca'ifornia 90012

Re. Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11 1737-51

Gentlemen.

Please aDandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, i would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek tneir medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter rererendum and initiative re-writes tne medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have beer, around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban ail medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick ana dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

rK fc\vitra

Sincerely, xl.fc. o<-c t-3o&



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medica' Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11 -1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannaDis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
ne forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients tc acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban al! medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

V<3



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions sucn as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a Dan. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
De forced to seek ther medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is.a clean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Lcs Angeles, California 90012

Re- Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to Dan medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of Rtigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeies might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is,a clean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older tacilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

’lease abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard ParKs 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Morions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives-Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• «a voting citizen of the C'ty of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance

The collective system is.a clean and safe metnod for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their memoersnip to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simpiy creating a situation that feeds an already nuge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

A
Sincerely,

c^



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re- Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation, As 
. a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't oe done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, whc work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their memoership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any pians to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizai 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Rej Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737 SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Desoite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
•a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, i would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a oan. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of Titigation Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be foxed to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance,

The collective system is.a ciean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
coFectives have oeen around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

-fos CfL ( HA

Sincerely,

- i
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard ParKs 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Ccuncil 
200 No-th Spring Street 
Los Angeles. California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11 1737-SI

Gentlemen

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes tne medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensioie regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state iaw asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact i-easonaole regulations.

Sincerely,

\
A
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December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
Tne Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Ke- Your Motions to Bar. Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11- 1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to oan medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still Dossible to write meaningful legislation. As 
& voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean ana sate method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, wno work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can cortinue to work with tneir memoership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

tt.tk.tA f.



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeies, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical CannaDis Collectives - Council Files IT 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to nan medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeies, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If ycur in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban ail medical canrabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations

Sincerely,

teL



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 
institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in ah avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is.a dean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

X



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11 1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives ana cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pacic Case, it is still poss:ble to write meaningful legislation As 
« a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, 1 would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain tnat this can't oe done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens wno are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is^a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to proviae safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all meoical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating s situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping tnem.

Please abandon any plans to Dan medical cannaDis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

4H



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• e voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable regulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is .a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,

sc on



December 16, 2011

The rionorabie Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen:

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, i would ask you to enact reasonable ■'egulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of litigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is,a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their memoership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation tnat feeds an alreadv huge black market, and punisnes the 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely,
i



December 16, 2011

The Honorable Bernard Parks 
The Honorable Jose Huizar 
The Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Re: Your Motions to Ban Medical Cannabis Collectives - Council Files 11-1737 & 11-1737-SI

Gentlemen.

Please abandon your motions to ban medical cannabis collectives and cooperatives.

Despite recent court decisions such as the Pack Case, it is still possible to write meaningful legislation. As 
• «a voting citizen of the City of Los Angeles, I would ask you to enact reasonable -egulations, rather than 

institute a ban. If your in-house attorneys maintain that this can't be done, please seek outside counsel 
in this matter.

Simply instituting a ban would result in an avalanche of fitigation. Law abiding citizens who are ill would 
be forced to seek their medicine on the streets. The City of Los Angeles might lose control of its 
legislation if a voter referendum and initiative re-writes the medical marijuana ordinance.

The collective system is,a clean and safe method for patients to acquire their medicine. The older 
collectives have been around for over half a decade. They are quiet, law abiding entities, who work 
collectively to provide safe access to medicinal cannabis for their membership.

If you enact sensible regulations, these older facilities can continue to work with their membership to 
see that patients have the access that state law asks you to provide. If you ban all medical cannabis 
collectives you are simply creating a situation that feeds an already huge black market, and punishes tne 
sick and dying rather than helping them.

Please abandon any plans to ban medical cannabis facilities, and instead enact reasonable regulations.

Sincerely

Stcuc/Q fJfilu


